Wib the rapid development of Internet multimedia applications, the next generation of networks is required to schedule nor only the best effort traffic but also the traffic with bandwidth and delay guarantees. Currently, there are two types of fair scheduling algorithms in the literature. The time stamp based schedulers achieve very good fairness and delay guarantees bur have high O (1ogN 
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet multimedia applications. the next generation of networks is required to provide services of different qualities for various types of traffic with different performance requirements. Network services can be broadly classified into two categories: guaranteed performance services and best effort services. For guaranteed performance services? resources are reserved for an allocated transmission rate, and the performance, such as bandwidth, delay and delay jitter, is bounded within prespecified ranges. Best effort services, as implied by the name, make use of &he available transmission capacity and try the best to forward user traffic, but provide no service quality guarantee. performance flows and best effort flows, and schedules packets in a way that is able to ensure the requested bandwidths of guaranteed performance flows.
networks [ 11 belong to the guaranteed performance category and the best effort category, respectively.
Efficiently scheduling guaranteed performance traffic and best effort traffic in the integrated service networks is an important and critical research issue, because the scheduling algorithms employed by the gateways/routers largely determine the service quality a network can provide. Ideal fair scheduling models, such as Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [3], usually consider a gateway (shared output link) with several incoming links, as shown in Fig. 1 , Each link may include multiple guaranteed performance tra€fk flows or best effort traffic flows, and each Aow has its (logically) independent queue to buffer the packets that have not been transmitted. The traditional FCFS algorithm schedules packels in the order of the packet arrival time, and is not able to protect a guaranteed performance flow from being affected by other illbehaved flows. On the contrary, a €air scheduler can ensure a guaranteed performance flow the bandwidth it requests, and during any time interval the difference between the service a flow requests and it actually receives is bounded within a specified range, regardless of the length of the interval.
To design a good fair scheduling algorithm, one must take into consideration the following properties of h e algorithm.
)
Bondwidth guaranlee -The scheduler should limit each user to use only its share of bandwidth, so that ill-behaved users can be isolated f?om affecting normal users. 2) Delay and delay jitter gunrantees -The scheduler should also make the bandwidth guarantee in an efficient way, so that the wellbehaved users can have good and guaranteed delay and delay jitter performance. 3) Law complexip -In order to be applied to high speed backbone routers, the scheduler shouid have low time complexity, and in most cases, constant complexity is preferred so that the performance will not degrade as the number of users increases.
The fair scheduling problem has received a considerable amount of attention in the networking research communi-ty. and several mechanisms have been proposed 131 -[131.
There are generally two types of fair schedulers: time stamp based and round robin based. Time stamp based schedulers can achicve good bandwidth and delay guarantees, but have O(1og A') time complexity. where N is the number of flows.
On the other hand, round robin based schedulers have O(1) time complexity, but can provide only O ( N ) delay guarantee.
In this paper we aim at designing a new fair scheduling algorithm with constant time complexity as well as good fairness and delay guarantees. We will first present a new fair scheduling algorithm, called Mosr Credit Firsf (MCF) .
Different from the two types of existing fair schedulers, MCF adopts a credithalance based policy, and provides the bandwidth and delay guarantees by tracking and minimizing the difference hetween the service il flow should receive in the ideal fairness model and that it receives in the algorithm. We will theoretically prove that MCF can provide OjlogN) fairness. delay and delay jitter guarantees, and demonstrate experimentally that it actually can achieve O( 1) guarantees. bandwidth 1 -CE2 #i to f l as its reserved bandwidth.
In this ideal fairness model, each flow logically has a separate and independent channel to transfer its packets as shown in Fig. 2(a) , and hence it is straightforward to determine the transmission of the packets of each tlow. For example, assume that all the packets have the same length I, and a new packet arrives at flow f, at time t and is placed at the kth position in the queue. Also assume that at time t , the head of line packet o f fi has not been served. Then the packet will and pass the gateway at begin to be served at time t + time t, +-$.
In the model, a flow is not allowed to accumulate bandwidth for future use. When a flow temporarily does not have any packet to transmit, its portion of the logical channel is idIe. In such a case, in order to ensure high throughput and make fully use of the available bandwidth, the excessive idle bandwidth is reallocated according to some strategies, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , such that CE14i = @, The reallocation of the excessive bandwidth can be done in different ways for different purposes.
For example, the excessive bandwidth can be allocated to each flow proportional to its existing reserved bandwidth. Or, the excessive bandwidth can be assigned to the best effort service flow to increase its transmission capacity when the reserved bandwidth of other flows is guaranteed. 
IV. MOST CREDIT FIRST FAIR SCHEDULING
In this section, we present the Mosr Credit First (MCF) fair scheduling algorithm. MCF achieves the bandwidth and delay guarantees by tracking arid minimizing the difference between the bandwidth a flow would receive in the above ideal fairness model and that it actually uses in MCF.
A. Terminologies and Algorithm Description
In the following discussions, we assume a gateway (or shared output link) of R bandwidth with N ffows F = { f~, . . . f~} .
All the flow packets have the same fixed size, and the gateway runs in a time slotted manner. Similar to the ideal model, in MCF each flow claims a portion of the bandwidth as its reserved bandwidth by negotiating with the gateway before transmission. We first introduce some definitions and properties, and then describe the algorithm.
A $lor is a unit of the time for one packet to pass through the gateway. Slots are numbered 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , and the gateway starts to run at slot 0. For representational convenience, h e total bandwidth of the gateway can be considered as one unit, and the reserved bandwidth of each flow is normalized as a ratio of its reservation to the total bandwidth of the gateway.
The credit ~[ t ) of flow fi at slot i. is the fraction of the output bandwidth flow fi reserves at this time slot: i.e., s i t ) = -and by the definition of the reservation. we have 0 < q ( t ) 5 1.
As in the ideal fairness model, if there is any excessive idle bandwidth, it is reallocated to avoid wasting available transmission capacity. Therefore, we have the following fuIl bandwidth utilization property for normalized credits.
Properly 1: If there is at least one backlogged flow. after the reallocation of the excessive idle bandwidth, the sum of the credits of all the flows is equal to unit, i.e.> Since MCF is a fairness oriented scheduling algorithm, we define the "accumulated credit" to record the up to date bandwidth usage of each flow.
The accumulaled credit Ai(t) of flow f i till slot t is recursively defined as folIows Ai(t) is the accumulated difference between the reserved bandwidth and the actually used bandwidth of flow ft up to sIot t . It is initialized to 0 in the sense that no flow can pre-own credits before the beginning of the scheduling.
On the other hand. the "available credit" defines the usable credit of a flow at a given slot. It is used as the scheduling criterion in MCF.
The available credit V,(t) of flow f i at slot t is the sum of its accumulated credit and the credit at this slot, i.e., K ( t ) = We have the following property regarding the relationship
Ai(t) + d t ) .
between the accumulated credit and the availabIe credit. 
MCF makes fairness and delay guarantees by restricting the absolute value of the accumulated credit. Its scheduling principle is to make the balances of a flow equal to its credits, in the sense that each flow consumes the same amount of bandwidth as it reserves. Therefore, MCF grants the flow with the most available credit to transmit, so that the flow can have "balance" and reduce its accumulated credit. On the other hand, the flows that use more bandwidth than they deserve in the previous slots and have negative available credits are penalized and not allowed to transmit in order to recover their accumulated credits.
The most credit first fair scheduling algorithm is formally described in Table I . In the initialization stage, the accumulated credit of each flow is set to 0 before the scheduhg.
At the beginning of each time slot, each flow computes its available credit by adding its accumulaied credit and the credit at this slot. Then, one flow is granted to transmit by using the available credit as the criterion. After the transmission, the accumulated credit of the scheduled flow is decreased by one. Since the reserved bandwidth of an idle flow is reallocated, the flow with the largest available credit. i.e. the scheduled flow, must be a backlogged flow. We will discuss the issue of reallocating excessive idle bandwidth in detail in Section VIII.
B. An Example of MCF Scheduling
To help understand how MCF works, we give a simple scheduling example here. There are three flows fi, f2, and f3, with fixed credits cl@) = c1 = 0.1, ~( t ) = c2 = 0.2, and c 3 ( t ) = CQ = 0.6. Table 2 gives the scheduling decisions for the first eleven slots. The available credits in bold are the largest available credit of each time slot, and the corresponding flows get scheduled at each slot respectively. It can be seen that the slots any flow gets scheduled are roughly evenly distributed, e.g., slots 1. 5, and 8 for flow fz. It is also interesting to note that after ten slots, each flow consumes the same amount of bandwidth as it reserves, and the accumulated credit of each flow goes back to zero, and thus fairness is achieved. On the other hand, since the MCF is work conservative and there is a backlogged Aow, the gateway should be busy at this slot, and one backlogged flow, say, f k , is granted to transmit a packet. Thus, bi(t) = bk(t) = 1. Case 2: There is no backlogged flow. Because MCF does not allow flows to accumulate credits for future use, the credit of any flow should be 0, and c,(t) = 0. Also, since there is no backlogged flow, the gateway must be idle at the slot, Proof. By the definition of the accumulated credit, it records the difference between the bandwidth a flow is able to use and that ir actually uses. For all the N flows of the gateway, the sum of the difference at any time slot should be zero, which means that the actual bandwidth used by all the flows is always equal to the total available bandwidth.
From the non-recursive definition of the accumulated credit
And using Lemma 1, we have Corollary 1: If there is at least one backlogged flow. the
sum of the available credits of all the flows is 1, i.e.,
Proof. From the definitiki'of the available credit, we have
If there is at least one backlogged flow, the full bandwidth utilization property (1) applies. Combining this with Theorem 1, it follows h a t n e following theorem shows that the accumulated credit of any flow in MCF is lower bounded by a constant.
7 7 " -2: In MCF, Lhe accumulated credit of any flow at any time slot is greater than or equd to $ -1, i.e., 1
Proof. Since the accumulate8credit of a flow only decreases after the flow gets scheduled, we only need to consider scheduled flows when computing the lower bound of the accumulated credit.
Suppose that flow fk is scheduled at slot t , b k ( t ) : 1. Thus, there is at least one backlogged flow at slot t and Corollary 1 applies. Furthermore, according to the scheduling policy, fk has the largest available credit among all flows at slot t, and therefore V,(t) 2 .
~, ( t )
Using (3) of Property 2, we have, Thus, we have proved that the lower bound of the available credit is -1. The next step is to derive the upper bound of the accumulated credit. In order to simplify the problem, in the rest of rhis section, we assume that each flow is always backlogged and its credit is kept as a constant ~( t ) = ci. While the assumption does not weaken the generality of the results, it makes the analysis much easier.
We have an interesting observation from our simulation experiments (see Table 3 for an example) that the accumulated credit of any flow is always less than 2. In conjunction with the above proved lower bound & -1(> -l), this reveals a nice property of MCF that the accumulated credit of any flow is in a constant range and is not sensitive to the increase of the number of flows. Accordingly, MCF should provide 
T ( t , s): the sum of the accumulated credits of all the flows in F ( t : s) at slot i3 i.e.,
T ( t , s ) =

A ( t ) fi E F ( t , s )
We next introduce some supporting lemmas needed in the L e m m 2: Suppose F ( t , s ) = (fl,. . . ,fk} and F ( tproof of the accumulated credit upper bound.
1: s) = { f 1 2 . . . , f k , f k + l } for k 2 1. Then,
Proof. By the definition of F ( t , s) and F ( t -1: s ) , flow fk+l was scheduled at slot t -1. Since Vk+l(t -1) was the largest among all available credits at slot t -1, it should be greater than or equal to the average of the rest, i.e., 
(t) -bi(t -I ) = A i ( t ) .
Thus.
Also, by the definition of available credit, Ai(t -1) = K ( t -1) -ci for any 1 5 i 5 k + 1. Therefore, 
On the other hand. Combining the above two inequaUties, we obtain Cj"=;' is the (n. -harmonic number [20] , and 
v. FAST MOST CREDIT FIRST FAIR SCHEDULING
As mentioned in the introduction section, low time complexity is a requirement for a good fair scheduling algorithm.
Although MCF exhibits good fairness guarantee by the tight bounds of the accumulated credit as shown in the last section, it stiU has the same time complexity as most time stamp based schedulers. That is, the time complexity of MCF is O(log N ) , where N is the number of flows, since it needs to find the flow with the largest available credit at each scheduling time slot. In order to reduce the time complexity of the algorithm and make it more practical to implement, in this section we further propose an efficient approximation of MCF, called Fast Must
Credit First (FMCF).
The basic idea of FMCF is to use approximation to achieve the simplicity of the operations. In FMCF, the scheduled flow does not need to have the largest available credit. On the contrary, its available credit could be 9 less than the largest avajlable credit, where g is the granularity of the approximation. Its value affects the performance of FMCE and usually a smaller value of g leads to a closer match to MCF. In order to achieve the approximation, 1 9 1 "holes" are used in FMCF, as shown in Fig. 3 . Each hole can hold only one flow whose available credit is in a specific range. Let EastV denote the available credit of the scheduled flow at slot t -1. Then a flow with its available credit satisfying at slot t can be placed into the ut' hole. 
lastV-1 +g lastV-1 Fig. 3 . hale can hod only one flow whose available credit is in a specific range.
1-1 "holes" are used in FMCF to achieve approximation. Each and there are more than one filled holes. The next step is to select the flow with the largest available credit from the filled holes, grant it to transmit a packet, and assign its available credit value to lastV for the next slot scheduling. At the end, the accumulated credit of the scheduled flow is decreased by one as in MCE Also, suppose that at slot t , flow fr has the largest available credit, V(t) 2 V,(f.) for any I 5 i 5 N . Next, we prove that
On the one hand, since bj(t, -1) 5 1: we have
And by Vj(t -1) 2 V k ( t -1). it follows that On the other hand since bi(t -1) 2 0. we can obtain Using the fact that Vi(t -1) 5 I$(t -1) and vj(t -1) 5
K ( t ) > V , ( t -l ) -l + C j ( t ) = l a s t V -l + c j ( t )
In addition, we need to show that the precondition of the theorem. that the available credit of the scheduled flow is at most g less than the maximum available credit, is always guaranteed by FMCF. Since the range of available credits of all the holes is (East17 -1,lastV -1 + [Fig], which we summarize into the following theorems.
at any time slot is greater than or equal to + -1 -g, i.e., 
In FMCE the accumulated credit of any flow at any time slot is less than (1 + g) In AT -t-C', where C' is a constant, i.e.,
To prove Theorem 6. we need the following variants of Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 (Lemma 3 still holds for FMCF). All the variables used below have the same meaning as in Section IV.
. . , j k , f k t l } for k 2 1. Then,
1
. .
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2ir-d omitted.
( f~, . . . , f k } for k 2 1. Then,
The proof is similar to that o f Lemma 4 and omitted.
Proof. Suppose that at slot t , F ( t , s ) = {fl,. . . , fx-l}, and
By Lemma 6.
We now prove Theorem 6.
Also, since Vp~(t -1) 2 k -g, by Theorem 1,
Combining the above two inequalities and using the bandwidth utilization property (1 j, we obtain
V1. FAIRNESS. DELAY A N D DELAY JITTER MEASURES
In the previous sections, we have obtained the bounds on the accumulated credit for MCF and FMCF. In &is section, we will analyze the fairness, delay and delay jitter properties by considering their relationship to the range of accumulates credits. As will be seen, MCF and FMCF can provide O ( l o g N ) fairness, delay and delay jitter guarantees.
A. Fairness
There are two commonly used fairness measures in the literature: Golestani measure 171 and Bennet-Zhang measure [41. While lhe former compares the relative amount of service received by two different flows, the latter compares the absolute amount of service a flow would receive in the ideal model and the service it receives in the designed algorithm. In this paper we adopt the more accurate Bennet-Zhang measure for analyzing the fairness property of MCF and FMCF.
We have the following theorem regarding the fairness properties of the two algorithms. < t z -t1 < Ci c, Since the packet delay is always greater than 0, the low bound should be adjusted to max (0, Replacing L B and U B with the actual bounds of MCF or FMCF, we obtain the above results.
C. Delay Jitter
In the ideal fairness model. after a packet enters the queue of the flow, its departure time can be accurately predicated because each flow has a logically separate and independent transmission channel. When a practical scheduler is used, the scheduling sequence cannot be predetermined, and therefore the time from the packet enters the queue until it leaves the gateway may vary from packet to packet. Replacing LB and UB with the actual bounds of MCF or FMCF. we obtain the above results. As mentioned in Section JZ, WFQ belongs to the category of time stamp based fair scheduling algorithms. Although WFQ has good performance in fairness and delay guarantee, its time complexity is O(logN), and therefore is impractical for a large number of flows. As will be seen, compared to WFQ, our simulation results demonstrate that MCF has better end to end delay with the same complexity, and FMCF achieves comparable performance with constant complexity.
DRR is a round robin based fair scheduling algorithm, as implied by its name. Because of the round robin nature, the time complexity of DRR is O(l), but its delay guarantee is O ( N ) . Compared to DRR, we demonsuate that FMCF has much better performance even with the same complexity.
The network configuration of our simulation experiment is shown in Fig. 4 The comparison of the average end to end delay is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Since the curves of MCF and FMCF in Fig. 5(a) are very close, we give a more detailed view in Fig. 5(b) to show the differences. It can be seen that MCF outperforms both WFQ and DRR. The performance of FMCF with g = 0.1 is almost identical to that of MCF, while it achieves 0(1) time complexity. When the approximation granularity g of FMCF becomes Larger, the average end to end delay of the flows with small reserved bandwidth decreases while that of the flows 
VIII. SOME DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss some issues related to the generalizations of MCF and FMCF and the excessive bandwidth processing in MCF and FMCF.
A, Generalization to Variable Length Packet Scheduling
Until now, we have only discussed the scheduling of fixed length packets. However, MCF (or FMCF) can also be easily adapted to apply to variable length packets, as described in Table 5 . The only modifications are to use the accumulated credit instead of the availahle credit as the selection criterion, and to scale the effective credit and balance by a factor o f the length of the transmitted packet.
B. Dealing wifh Excessive Bandwidth
When a flow temporarily does not have packets to send, its reserved bandwidth cannot be utilized. We call the unused bandwidth of an idle flow the excessive bandwidth. In our earlier analysis, we assume that the available bandwidth of the gateway is fully utilized. Therefore, when the sum of the credit of a flow and its accumulated credit is larger than the queue length, i.e., A+(t) + q [ t ) > queue leagrli, we need to adjust the credit c i ( t ) = querce k n g f h -A i ( t ) , so as to let the flow have the exact m o u n t of available credit to transmit its packets. And the excessive bandwidth should be reallocated to fully utilize the potential lransmission capacity.
In can work well without reallocating the excessive bandwidth, since they have the property of self-converge. It is possible that an idle flow temporarily may accumulate some credit, and a flow with negative available credit may continue to consume the bandwidth and decrease the accumulated credit further. However, as soon as the idle flow becomes backlogged again, it will consistently gets scheduled and its accumulated credit will decrease accordingly due to its large accumulated credit. On the contrary, those flows with negative accumulated credits will not be allowed to transmit, so as to recover their accumulated credits. This way, the accumulated credits of both types of flows are heading towards zero.
Even the excessive bandwidth is to be reallocated. it can be done in O(1) time. For example, a simple way is to assign credit only to the guaranteed performance flows (fi, i # 1) corresponding to their requested bandwidth, and not to give the best effort service flow f l any credit. Accordingly, the guaranteed performance flows are given higher priority and are scheduled as long as they have positive available credits. Only when all rhe guaranteed performance flows have negative available credits, the best effort flow can be scheduled. Therefore, all the excessive bandwidth is automatically assigned to the best effort flow, while other flows also receive guaranteed services. And this approach requires only constant time complexity. and FMCF by considering their relationship to the range of the accumulated credit. We implemented MCF and FMCF in NS2 simulator to compare their end to end delay with other existing fair scheduling algorithms. Our experimental results demonstrate that MCF outperforms WFQ and DRR in the end to end delay performance, and FMCF successfully matches the performance of MCF with constant: time complexity.
